In this paper, we propose the introduction of a frequency domain variable perturbation control and a leaky algorithm to the frequency domain time difference simultaneous perturbation (FDTDSP) method in order to improve the cancellation performance and the stability of the active noise control (ANC) system using the perturbation method. Since the ANC system using the perturbation method does not need the secondary path model, it has an advantage of being able to track the secondary path changes. However, the conventional perturbation method has the problem that the cancellation performance deteriorates over the entire frequency band when the frequency response of the secondary path has dips because the magnitude of the perturbation is controlled in the time domain. Moreover, the stability of this method also deteriorates in consequence of the dips. On the other hand, the proposed method can improve the cancellation performance by providing the appropriate magnitude of the perturbation over the entire frequency band and stabilizing the system operation. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated through simulation and experimental results. key words: active noise control, perturbation method, variable control, leaky algorithm
Introduction
In ANC systems [1] , the filtered-x LMS (FXLMS) algorithm [2] is widely used as an algorithm to update the coefficients of noise control filters. This algorithm has advantages, such as its small computational complexity and the simplicity of implementing it with hardware. However, the FXLMS algorithm needs an estimate in advance of the secondary path from the secondary source generating anti-noise to the error sensor detecting residuals. Therefore, a problem develops as a result of the ANC system becoming unstable when the secondary path changes and the modeling error increases. In order to solve this problem, we have previously proposed a technique called "the perturbation method," [3] which does not need the secondary path models [4] - [6] .
The perturbation method is an algorithm that calculates an estimate of the gradient vector by adding a little perturbation to the coefficients of the noise control filter. This method has the advantage in the case of the multiplechannel system that the computational complexity is small compared with the FXLMS algorithm. Although the con- vergence speed is quite slow, the proposed frequency domain time difference simultaneous perturbation (FDTDSP) method [7] , [8] has remarkably improved the problem of convergence speed. However, the FDTDSP method has the problem that if the noise component at a certain frequency cannot be canceled due to a corresponding dip in the frequency response of the secondary path, then the cancellation performance deteriorates over the entire frequency band because of the residual error. This results from the fact that, although the magnitude of the perturbation added to the noise control filter is controlled in the time domain, this magnitude is used for the calculation in the frequency domain. In order to solve this problem, we propose the introduction of a frequency domain variable perturbation control with the FDTDSP method which controls the magnitude of the perturbation in the frequency domain. The proposed method can improve the cancellation performance because it can provide the appropriate magnitude of the perturbation independently at each frequency.
We also introduce a leaky algorithm to the FDTDSP method in order to stabilize the system operation so that the noise control filter becomes less easily affected by the dip in the frequency response of the secondary path.
FDTDSP Method
The FDTDSP method has the fastest convergence speed of the perturbation methods now used. The block diagram of the ANC system using the FDTDSP method is shown Fig. 1 . In this perturbation method, a little perturbation is always added to the coefficients of the noise control filter, and the coefficients at the nth block are updated once every N samples by using two error signals produced at the (n − 1)th and nth blocks. Furthermore, the gradient vector is calculated in the frequency domain, and thus the block length is defined as the tap length of the noise control filter N. The updated algorithm is defined as follows: 
where w n is the coefficient vector of the noise control filter, E n the frequency domain error vector, the superscript * the complex conjugate, n the block time, µ the step-size parameter, c n the magnitude of the perturbation, and S n the frequency domain perturbation vector (which is a complex vector whose elements are −1 or 1 in both real and imaginary parts and is generated by Maximum Length Sequence). Moreover, the perturbation added to the noise control filter is c n s n , and c n and s n are defined, respectively, as follows:
where G is the gain of the secondary path, P x,n and P e,n are the power of the input signal and the error signal at the n-th block, respectively, and α is a factor that defines the ratio of the power of the perturbation to the error signal. The FDTDSP method has the fastest convergence speed of the perturbation methods now used. However, if there is a noise component at a certain frequency due to a corresponding dip on the frequency response of the secondary path, then the cancellation performance deteriorates over the entire frequency band because of the residual error at the corresponding frequency. We expand on this problem and its solution in the next section.
The FDTDSP Method Using a Frequency Domain Variable Perturbation Control
In this section, we introduce a frequency domain variable perturbation control to the FDTDSP method in order to improve the cancellation performance when the frequency response of the secondary path has the dips. Furthermore, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method through simulation results.
Principle
In Eq. (2) for the variable perturbation control, the magnitude of the perturbation c n becomes small as the error signal becomes small. Consequently, reducing the perturbation can improve the convergence speed compared with the fixed c n . However, c n is obtained in the time domain and is used equally at each frequency when we calculate the frequency domain gradient vector U n in Eq. (1) . If the frequency response of the secondary path has a dip, then a large residual error is produced at the corresponding frequencies. As you can see from Eq. (2), a large residual error produces a large c n , so that the magnitude of c n is inappropriate at the frequency where the residual error is small. Hence, because the noise control filter cannot come to the optimal solution, the cancellation performance deteriorates over the entire frequency band. In order to solve this problem, we propose a frequency domain variable perturbation control which controls the magnitude of the perturbation in the frequency domain. The updated algorithm of the FDTDSP method using the frequency domain variable perturbation control is defined as follows:
where X n is the frequency domain input vector, and c n is the frequency domain variable perturbation vector consisting of elements defined as follows:
As you can see from Eq. (5), c n (i) is calculated by the 1st order recursive average because the instantaneous magnitude of the perturbation at each frequency bin varies significantly. In Eq. (5), β is a forgetting factor which determines the average length. The coefficients of the perturbation filter s n are added to the corresponding coefficients of the noise control filter and are defined as follows:
The proposed algorithm can improve the cancellation performance, even if the frequency response of the secondary path has a dip because the magnitude of the perturbation is appropriately set at each frequency bin according to the corresponding frequency domain residual error. 
Simulation Results
We verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm through some simulation results. First, we show the list of the updating algorithms used in this paper in Table 1 . In the simulation, we compare the proposed algorithm (PRO-POSED) and the conventional one (CONVENTIONAL), which controls the magnitude of the perturbation in the time domain. Moreover, we use the impulse response of the primary and secondary paths modeled in a room with reverberation according to the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 . As indicated in this figure, we use two arrangements where the distances of the secondary path from secondary source to the error microphone are 40 cm and 90 cm, and we refer to the arrangements as Pattern A and B, respectively. The frequency responses of the primary and secondary paths given by these arrangements are shown in Fig. 3 . As indicated in Fig. 3(b) , the amplitude characteristic of the secondary path has many dips in Pattern B. Simulation conditions are shown in Table 2 . In this simulation, we use the noise signal consisting of band-limited white noise produced by a low pass filter whose cutoff frequency is 1000 [Hz] . In the simulation, computing word length and signal word length are set to 64 bits. Figure 4 shows the convergence properties using the proposed and the conventional algorithms. In Fig. 4 , the vertical axis shows Reduction defined as follows:
The parameters in both algorithms are set so that the fastest and most stable convergence is realized. In the proposed algorithm, β is 0.9. In order to verify that the magnitude of the perturbation is appropriately controlled at each frequency, Fig. 5 with the dips and at 500 [Hz] and 600 [Hz] without the dips are shown. In Fig. 4 we can see that the proposed algorithm can improve the convergence speed and noise reduction, especially in Pattern B. This improvement results from the fact that the magnitude of the perturbation in the proposed algorithm can be controlled appropriately at each frequency, as shown in Fig. 5 . The magnitude of the perturbation at 250 [Hz] with the dips remains a larger value, and the magnitude at the other frequencies converges on a small value. On the other hand, the magnitude of the perturbation in the conventional algorithm remains a larger value. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can control the magnitude of the perturbation without being limited by a large residual error at frequencies with the dips. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows the error spectra from Fig. 4 for the time interval from 180 to 190 seconds. As shown in this figure, the proposed algo- rithm can improve the noise reduction compared with the conventional algorithm except at the frequencies with the dips. Thus, we can see that the proposed algorithm operates effectively. Fig. 6 Error spectra of the time interval from 180 to 190 seconds in Fig. 4(b) .
Stability Control Using the Leaky Algorithm
The perturbation method cannot cancel the noise at the frequencies with the dips of secondary path even if the updating process is repeated, because the perturbation elements needed by the updating process cannot propagate the secondary path at these frequencies. Hence, the magnitude of the residual error at these frequencies remains as large value. Moreover, because the updating process is repeated even after the system converged at the frequencies without the dips of secondary path, the coefficient of the noise control filter reaches large value at the frequencies with one due to the excessive updating. As the result, the noise is amplified and the instability problem of the system occurs as shown in Fig. 4 (b) and 6 by the incorrect updating. This problem is caused by the excessive growth of the coefficient of the noise control filter at the frequencies with the dip of secondary path, and solves the stability by suppressing this growth. Consequently, we apply a leaky algorithm used in the FXLMS algorithm to the FDTDSP method and verify the effectiveness of this algorithm through some simulation results. The leaky algorithm can suppress the excessive growth of the coefficient of the noise control filter by caused the leakage in this coefficient at updating time. When the leaky algorithm introduce to the FDTDSP method, we can improve the stability of the system by suppressing the excessive growth of the coefficient of the noise control filter at the frequencies with the dip of secondary path.
Principle
First, we modify the FDTDSP method in order to apply the leaky algorithm. Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the modified algorithm. The updated algorithm is defined as follows: 
T where W n is the coefficient vector of the frequency domain noise control filter. As shown in Fig. 7 and Eq. (8), the frequency domain noise control filter vector W n is updated, and the time domain noise control filter w n is obtained from the IFFT of W n with the perturbation vector. Furthermore, we modify the updated equation of W n as follows:
where γ(< 1) is the leakage factor and is the upper threshold of the gain of the filter coefficient in the frequency domain. We can improve the system stability by suppressing the filter coefficient whose gain is too large.
Simulation Results
We verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm through simulation results. Simulation conditions, computing word length and signal word length are the same as in the previous section. We compare the three algorithms (as shown in Table 1 ): CONVENTIONAL, which controls the magnitude of the perturbation in the time domain; PRO-POSED1, which applies the leaky algorithm to the CON-VENTIONAL; and PROPOSED2, which applies the leaky algorithm to the FDTDSP method using the frequency domain variable perturbation control.
First, Fig. 8 shows the convergence properties of PRO-POSED1 in the case where the γ is changed in Pattern B. The parameters for PROPOSED1 are set so that the fastest and most stable convergence is realized. As shown in this figure, PROPOSED1 with the leakage factor γ less than 1 can improve the stability of the system. However, when the squared filter coefficients of the noise control filter exceeds at the frequencies which can cancel the noise due to comparatively low influence of the dip, too small γ causes the large fluctuation in the cancellation performance. Therefore, It is the best that γ is set to 0.9 in consideration of these characteristics. Figure 9 shows the convergence properties of each algorithm. The parameters in each algorithm are set so that the fastest and most stable convergence is realized. In the leaky algorithm, and γ are 1.0 and 0.9, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the error spectra from Fig. 9 for the time interval from 180 to 190 seconds.
In Pattern A, where the frequency response of the secondary path does not have the dips, PROPOSED1 slightly deteriorates the noise reduction compared with CONVEN-TIONAL, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . This is because the noise reduction of PROPOSED1 is lacking at the frequency of about 200 [Hz] , where the residual error remains as is shown in Fig. 10(a) . The leaky algorithm updates the noise control filter coefficients so that the gain is not too large. Hence, the leaky algorithm has a tradeoff between the noise reduction ability and the system stability because the gain of the coefficient is constrained below . However, the magnitude of the anti-noise should be limited for the ANC in the space because the total sound pressure level is increased except at the control point (the position of the error microphone). Hence, the leaky algorithm should be selected in the ANC system in the space because the magnitude of the anti-noise depends on the gain of the noise control filter. In Pattern B, where the frequency response of the secondary path has many dips, PROPOSED1 and PROPOSED2 can improve the noise reduction compared with CONVENTIONAL, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . As shown in Fig. 10(b) , PROPOSED1 and PROPOSED2 can prevent an increase of the residual error at the frequencies with the dips; PROPOSED2 especially has the best performance because it constrains the gain of the corresponding filter coefficients. On the other hand, CONVENTIONAL cannot prevent an increase in the residual error at the corresponding frequencies because the magnitude of the perturbation cannot be controlled appropriately. Hence, the introduction of the leaky algorithm is effective in the ANC in the space.
Finally, Fig. 11 shows the convergence properties in Pattern B of the CONVENTIONAL, PROPOSED2 and FXLMS algorithm. The parameters in the FXLMS algorithm are set so that the fastest and most stable convergence is realized. In Fig. 11 , PROPOSED2 is inferior to the FXLMS algorithm in the convergence speed and noise reduction. However, we can bring the convergence property of PROPOSED2 considerably close to that of the FXLMS algorithm compared with that of CONVENTIONAL. 
Computational Complexity in the Algorithm
In this section, the computational complexity in the FDTDSP method is compared with the FXLMS algorithm. The FDTDSP method is realized by block processing of the block period N, and the computational complexity required in the algorithm is generally the number of multiplications. Fig. 12 Comparison of the number of multiplication in each algorithm for single-channel ANC system. Hence, the number of multiplications required within the sample period N is compared between each algorithm. The tap lengths of the noise control filter and the secondary path model are N, and the number of multiplications required in 2N-point FFT is 4N log 2 N [9] . Moreover, we consider that the computational complexity for one time division and square-root operation is equal to that of 30 and 40 multiplication actions, respectively [10] . We compare the FXLMS algorithm [1] , the frequencydomain FXLMS (FDFXLMS) algorithm [1] , the FD-FXLMS algorithm with additive random noise technique [1] , the conventional FDTDSP method (CONVEN-TIONAL) [8] , and the proposed FDTDSP method (PRO-POSED2). The computational complexity in each algorithm is shown in Table 3 . Moreover, Fig. 12 shows the number of multiplications versus the tap length.
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the computational complexity in the proposed FDTDSP method is larger than in the conventional FDTDSP method, the FDFXLMS algorithm and the method with the additive random noise technique. This is due to much computational complexity being required for the calculation of the magnitude of the perturbation at each frequency bin. 
Exprimental Results
We demonstrate that the ANC system using the proposed algorithms can effectively control noise in the room with reverberation. Figure 13 shows a measurement model of the ANC system used in the experiment, and Table 4 shows the experiment conditions. The used DSP (TMS320C6713B [11] ) is floating point type and has computing word length and signal word length of 32 bits. Moreover, conversion word length of A/D converters is 16 bits. The frequency response of primary and secondary paths in the arrangement shown in Fig. 13 is the same as in Fig. 3(b) . Here, we use the same algorithms as those used in Sect. 4.2. Figure 14 shows the error signals in the error microphone. The parameters in each algorithm are set so that the fastest and most stable convergence is realized. In the leaky algorithm, and γ are 15.0 and 0.9, respectively. In Fig. 14(b) , (c) and (d), the ANC is started in 10 seconds. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that although the ANC system using CONVENTIONAL becomes unstable after the convergence, the ANC systems using PROPOSED1 and PRO-POSED2 can stably cancel the noise after the convergence. Figure 15 shows the error spectra of the ANC systems using PROPOSED1 and PROPOSED2 from Fig. 14 for the time interval from 260 to 270 seconds. As shown in this figure, the ANC system using PROPOSED2 can improve the noise reduction at most frequencies compared with that using PROPOSED1. Hence, the proposed algorithms are effective in the actual environment.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed the introduction of the frequency domain variable perturbation control and the leaky algorithm to the FDTDSP method and verified the cancellation performance through the simulation and the experimental results. The simulation and the experiment results have demonstrated that the FDTDSP method using the frequency domain variable perturbation control can improve the cancellation performance at the frequencies where the frequency response of the secondary path has dips and that the introduction of the leaky algorithm can improve system stability.
In the future, we will verify the determination of and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in relationship to various noises and apply these to the multi-channel ANC system. Moreover, the FDTDSP method using frequency domain variable perturbation control has a possibility of losing numerical stability caused by the division operation in Eq. (5). Hence, we verify numerical stability for this algorithm in specific when the path from noise source to reference microphone has the dip.
